
Hensting Honeysuckle
Price: £4,000.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: UKBAS41522 - Hucklesbrook Spartacus
Dam: UKBAS11603 - Bozedown Kendra
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Dark Fawn (Solid Colour)
Registered With: Registration Number:
UKBAS43681
Ear Tag:
HSABASUK103
Microchip:
944220000020850
Date of Birth: 10th June 2022

Hensting Honeysuckle

Dark Fawn (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

UKBAS41522 - Hucklesbrook Spartacus

(Bay Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS11603 - Bozedown Kendra

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS19807 - Amiryck Dill

UKBAS04637 - Lady Beatrice of Laurel (Import)

UKBOZBAS00618 - Galaxy of Bozedown (Import)

UKBAS01944 - Bozedown Hermione

UKBAS06859 - Canchones Witness of Inca

(Imp)

UKBAS06228 - Amiryck Belladonna

UKBOZBAS00618 - Galaxy of Bozedown

(Import)

UKBAS01944 - Bozedown Hermione

UKBOZBAS00615 - Rasputin of Bozedown

(Import)

UKBOZBAS00502 - Bozedown Ayala

PER.M - Peruvian Male

PER.F - Peruvian Female

Description: 

Welcome, fellow alpaca enthusiasts! Today, I am thrilled to introduce you to the captivating Hensting Santolina, a true
gem in the alpaca world. As an esteemed alpaca selling expert, I cannot stress enough the rarity and uniqueness that
Hensting Santolina brings to the table.

Tuxedo Grey alpacas, such as Hensting Santolina, are an extraordinary sight to behold. Their striking coat pattern
blends varying shades of grey with bold, distinctive markings, resembling the elegance and sophistication of a black-tie
affair. Within the alpaca community, Tuxedo Grey is considered a highly sought-after and prized coloration, making
Hensting Santolina an exquisite find.

One of the most enticing qualities of Hensting Santolina lies in the supernatural softness of her fleece. Running your
fingers through it is akin to caressing a cloud. The fineness and crimp of her fiber make her fleece exceptionally
desirable for high-end yarn production and luxurious textile creations. Whether you are a fiber artist searching for that
perfect blend of warmth and softness or a discerning alpaca connoisseur looking to enhance your breeding program,
Hensting Santolina's fleece truly stands in a league of its own.



Now, let us delve into Hensting Santolina's impressive pedigree, for her lineage reveals the immense quality she
possesses. Her sire, Inca Grand Design, UKBAS Registration INCBASUK437, is a stellar Solid Black Huacaya,
possessing unparalleled genetics that have been carefully refined over generations. This lineage ensures the
transmission of superior attributes, such as conformation, density, and a consistent fiber structure.

Hensting Santolina's dam, Little Eskrigg Koala, UKBAS Registration ESKBASUK35, is an outstanding Solid Dark
Grey/White Huacaya, further enriching her ancestry with incredible genetic diversity. The combination of these
exceptional bloodlines guarantees Hensting Santolina's potential to produce offspring that exhibit excellence in every
aspect.

Lastly, let us not overlook Hensting Santolina's remarkable confirmation. From her well-balanced frame to her regal
poise, she embodies the epitome of alpaca elegance. With a proud and graceful presence, she effortlessly catches the
eye of those who appreciate the art of alpaca breeding. Rest assured, Hensting Santolina's confirmation is a testament
to the dedication and expertise poured into her lineage.

In conclusion, Hensting Santolina, with her rare Tuxedo Grey coloration, incredibly soft fleece, impeccable pedigree, and
striking confirmation, is an alpaca that epitomizes both beauty and value. Whether you are an alpaca enthusiast or a
breeder seeking to enhance your herd's genetic diversity, Hensting Santolina is an absolute treasure that is not to be
missed. Invest in her now, and let her grace and magnificence add an unparalleled touch of elegance to your alpaca
journey.
Greetings, esteemed alpaca enthusiasts! Allow me to introduce you to the enchanting Hensting Honeysuckle, a true
treasure in the alpaca world. As an experienced alpaca selling expert, I am thrilled to shed light on the remarkable
qualities that make Hensting Honeysuckle a valuable addition to any alpaca lover's herd.

Hensting Honeysuckle boasts a stunning Dark Thorn coat color, presenting a solid and bold appearance that is truly
captivating. This solid coloration is highly sought after, as it exudes elegance and sophistication. Whether you are a fiber
artist seeking a consistent and unwavering tone for your textile creations or a breeder looking to add visual richness to
your herd, Hensting Honeysuckle's Dark Thorn coat is an absolute triumph.

One of the highlights of Hensting Honeysuckle's training is her halter training. This means she is accustomed to wearing
a halter, which allows for easy handling and ensures a smoother integration into your alpaca handling routine. From
walks in the pasture to grooming and veterinary visits, her halter training makes her a joy to work with and reduces any
potential stress typically associated with alpaca handling.

The velvety softness of Hensting Honeysuckle's fleece is bound to leave you in awe. Each strand showcases the
fineness and crimp that defines luxurious alpaca fiber. Running your hands through her fleece is akin to touching a
cloud, as you experience its incredible softness. Whether you yearn for decadent yarn or exquisite textiles, Hensting
Honeysuckle's fleece possesses all the desirable characteristics to meet your highest expectations.

Now, let's delve into Hensting Honeysuckle's impressive pedigree. Her sire, Hucklesbrook Spartacus, UKBAS
Registration UKBAS41522, is a remarkable alpaca known for his exceptional qualities. With superior genetics and a
solid reputation in the industry, Spartacus guarantees the transmission of desirable traits, including fiber fineness,
uniformity, and density.

Hensting Honeysuckle's dam, Bozedown Kendra, UKBAS Registration UKBAS11603, is a stunning Solid Dark Brown
Huacaya, further enriching the impeccable bloodlines of her heritage. With this impressive combination, Hensting
Honeysuckle inherits the potential to produce offspring of exceptional quality, ensuring that her legacy carries on for
generations to come.

In terms of confirmation, Hensting Honeysuckle is an embodiment of grace and elegance. Her well-proportioned frame
and regal poise truly set her apart. Whether she is standing majestically in the pasture or participating in alpaca shows,
her confirmation is a testament to a careful breeding program and the expertise invested in honing her physical



attributes.

In summary, Hensting Honeysuckle, with her captivating Dark Thorn coat, halter training, soft fleece, and impeccable
pedigree, embodies both beauty and functionality. Whether you are a discerning alpaca enthusiast or a breeder seeking
to enhance your herd's genetic diversity, Hensting Honeysuckle is a treasure that is not to be overlooked. Embrace the
opportunity to welcome her into your world and let her grace and magnificence elevate your alpaca journey to new
heights.
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